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enlarged Paketa Rangatira (white chief), Bums was seized and led to Anglican and Mission stations.
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To Be Treated as a Slave

Woe be to those who are conquered by the New Zealanders! They who are not killed and eaten are made for ever slaves; and the burden of slavery bears heavily on him on whom it is laid. Obliged at all times to follow the beck of his master, subject to every imaginable indignity; liable, at any moment, to be killed, as a payment for the death of any person of consequence, or for the slightest breach of law, though that law be broken by another... slavery in New Zealand is no light yoke.

—William Yate, Anglican Missionary, Bay of Islands, 1828.

Having survived rituals of enslavement, the Pakeha experienced a finite phase of suffering during their service termed whakaponoonga. Anthropologist Te Rangi Hiroa stated that, for Maori, to be defeated and captured created a deeper stain than being killed and eaten, so war slaves were, for an appropriate time, deliberately mistreated. 1 Pakeha taken in violence similarly received no special treatment as prisoners of war and, like Maori war slaves, their initial treatment could be 'most barbarous'. 2

As ito or objects of revenge, powerlessness, objectification and suffering defined the whakaponoonga phase of their lives. Kept naked or semi-naked, they were intimidated with threats of violence and death,